
Remote Learning Plan 
 

Rigby Year 4                                           08/06/20 – 12/06/20 
 

 
Mathematics Core Learning 
This week we will be focusing on decimals and 
division.  We will be dividing by 10 and 100 and 
consolidating our knowledge of hundredths as 
decimals.  

Key Vocabulary: 
Represent, bar model, fractions, decimals, number 
line, tenths, array, division, decimal place, 
hundredths, place value.  

Activities for the week ahead: 
All numeracy activities will be sent via email on 
Purple Mash this week. Each worksheet will be sent 
and links to the videos.  
Lesson 1- Tenths as decimals  
Lesson 2- Divide 1 digit by 10  
Lesson 3- Hundredths as decimals  
Lesson 4- Divide 1 or 2 digits by 100 
Additional activities have been set on Mathletics and 
Prodigy. 
On Friday, I sent log in details (on your Purple Mash 
email) for a new numeracy game I would like you to 
try:  
https://www.prodigygame.com/ 
This is a brilliant game to work on all your maths 
skills. Some of you have already tried it and I 
have had lots of emails saying how much fun it is. 
Try and have a go this week   
 

Creative Curriculum Focus 
Here are some fun Creative Curriculum activities all about the Blue Abyss 
for you to choose from! We hope that you enjoy them!    

 Choose a coastal resort or holiday destination that you have travelled to 
or that you would like to travel to in the future. You could write an 
information brochure or travel and tourism guide for this place or you 
could design and write a postcard describing all of the fun activities that 
you can do! 

 Create an information PowerPoint all about different sea creatures, their 
habitats, food chains and other interesting facts about them.  

 Design an ‘Under the Sea’ or ‘Marine Creatures’ board game! You can 
make counters, challenge cards and activities to complete! You could then 
play your board game with a family member! Have fun!   

 
 

Don’t forget… 
There are some fun PE activities on the Born To Move Website:  
https://borntomove.lesmills.com/media/BORN+TO+MOVE+18+8-
12+No+One+Like+You/0_n8xodbyc/130160092 
Username is: bursar@newburgh.lancs.sch.uk  
Password : newburgh 

Literacy Core Learning 
 Dictionary work 
 Create mind maps 
 Create a quiz 
 Create a mini biography  
 Writing a paragraph about someone 

who inspires you.  
 Create a book if inspiration.  

G.P.S. Focus 
Sign in to Kids Classroom Secrets and complete 
the following activities/games (click on the links): 

1. Year 4 Spring Revision 
2. Formal and Informal Language  

3. Editing writing game 

This week’s spelling rule is words ending is 
Adding the suffix -ous (No change to root 
word). A PowerPoint and activities has been 
sent to your Purple Mash email. 

Activities for the week ahead: 

This week you will be exploring people who 
inspire us. Delve into facts and find out why 
these people are inspirational. Please 
complete these activities at your own pace and 
just do as much as you are able to   

 

Keeping In Touch 
For daily updates -Twitter - @NewburghRigby         
For emails - Purple Mash – 2Email 


